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RADIAL VARIATION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIESOF SPRUCE WOOD (PICEA ABIES L.) IN TENSIONALONG THE GRAINEdward Roszyk�, Waldemar Moli«ski�, Ewa Fabisiak�,Igor �Cunderlik��*Faulty of Wood TehnologyPozna« University of Life Sienes**Faulty of Wood Sienes and TehnologyTehnial University in ZvolenSYNOPSIS. The paper reports results of a study on variation in density, strength andmodulus of elastiity in early and latewood of sprue (Piea abies L.) measured in mi-rotome samples along the grains upon tensile stress appliation as a funtion of ambialage. The measurements permitted to alulate the spei� values of tensile strength andmodulus of elastiity. Analysis of these spei� parameters provided information on thee�et of hanges in the wood ell walls determined by MFA on the mehanial propertiesof wood.KEY WORDS: sprue wood, tensile strength, modulus of elastiity, spei� strength,spei� modulus of elastiity, MFAINTRODUCTIONWithin a given tree speies, the main fator determining the radial variationof physio-mehanial wood properties is the ambial age of annual rings. Juvenilewood of oniferous speies has muh poorer mehanial properties than maturewood, mainly beause of looser paking of ell walls in a unit volume (lower density)and poorer quality of the ell walls manifested by smaller ontributions of elluloseand greater miro�bril angles. Another parameter inuening the quality of ellwalls is the ell position in the annual ring. In general in earlywood the miro�brilangles measured with respet to the longitudinal ell axes are greater than inlatewood (Donaldson 1998, Herman et al. 1999, Barnett and Bonham 2004,Anagnost et al. 2005, Jordan et al. 2005, Fabisiak and Moli«ski 2008). Asin S2 layer of the seondary ell wall of late traheids MFA are steeper thanin earlywood traheids, the diversi�ation of the mehanial properties of wood



34 E. Roszyk, W. Moli«ski, E. Fabisiak, I. �Cunderlikalong the grain within individual annual rings is greater than expeted on the basisof di�erenes in density. Within individual annual rings the variation of mehanialproperties is thus a resultant of the ell walls paking in a unit volume and theirtehnologial quality determined by MFA. In view of the above, it is obviousthat the main fators inuening the tehnologial quality of oniferous woodare the ultrastruture of ell walls and the ontribution of latewood in annualrings (Via et al. 2009, Lahenbruh et al. 2010). In the period of earlywoodgrowth, espeially in the onditions favourable for earlywood development, theannual rings are wider and have lower ontribution of mature wood and thus thewood has smaller density than the wood of narrow rings (Panshin et al. 1964,Zhang 1997, 1998, Alteyra et al. 2006, Koizumi et al. 2005, Moli«ski andKrauss 2008).Literature of the �eld brings many reports indiating that wood density isthe most important parameter determining its properties (Bunn 1981, Bamberand Burley 1983, Dinwoodie 2000). This opinion follows from the fat thatthe relationship between wood density and its mehanial properties is diretlyproportional and haraterised by relatively high orrelation oeÆient and thewood density is easily measurable. Thus, wood density has been ommonly usedfor predition of the tehnologial quality of wood. However, aording to manyauthors, the inrease in the wood strength is muh greater than expeted on thebasis of wood density growth only (e.g. Razkowski 1965, Bunn 1981, Bam-ber and Barley 1983,Moli«ski and Razkowski 1993, Zhang 1997). Similarobservations have been made also to the wood modulus of elastiity (Cowdreyand Preston 1966 (after Cave and Walker 1994), Cave 1968, Bendtsen andSenft 1986, Yamashita et al. 2000, Donaldson 2008,Moli«ski and Krauss2008). Aording to Bendtsen and Senft (1986) or Cave and Walker (1994)in the longitudinal diretion MFA in S2 layer of ell walls have greater than den-sity inuene on the mehanial properties of wood. This observation has beenfully on�rmed in subsequent studies and is presently ommonly aepted (Cave1976, Dinwoodie 2000, Reiterer et al. 1999, Groom et al. 2002, Moli«skiand Krauss 2008,Krauss 2010). Important evidene supporting this opinion hasbeen provided by Reiterer et al. (1999) for sprue wood (Piea abies L.). Theseauthors proved that the strength of ell walls of early and late traheids and theirmoduli of elastiity determined in mirotome samples along the grains in tensiletests are the same on ondition that MFA in these ells are the same.This paper presents results of measurements of density, tensile strength andmodulus of elastiity of sprue wood (Piea abies L.) as a funtion of ambial ageof annual rings, determined in tension along the grain in mirotome samples. Theseexperimental data were used to alulate the spei� values of tensile strength andmodulus of elastiity. Analysis of variation in the latter brings the information onthe e�et of hanges in the ell wall quality determined mainly by MFA on themehanial properties of wood studied.



Radial variation of mehanial properties of sprue wood... 35MATERIALS AND METHODSThe radial variation of mehanial properties of sprue wood was measured inmirotome samples of radial diretion width of about 200 µm, tangential widthof 9 mm and length of 90 mm. The samples were slied o� from the earlier ho-sen annual rings from the board donated by the Department of Wood Sieneof Tehnial University in Zvolen (Slovakia), from a 65 year old sprue tree. Priorto sliing, the properly ut out board fragments were boiled for 24 h in distilledwater. From eah annual ring, depending on its width, from a few to up to twentysamples were obtained. The samples were onditioned in laboratory (T = 21ÆC,RH = 33-41%) till getting equilibrium moisture ontent. After stabilisation of thesample masses, their width was measured on an eletroni growth ring measuringdevie BIOTRONIK with the auray of 0.01 mm, and their thikness by a mi-rometer srew with the auray of 0.001 mm at the entre of their length and atabout 2 m o� the entre. The length of the samples was measured by a rule. Eahsample was weighted on a laboratory balane with the auray of 0.001 g and thedensity of eah sample was alulated. Prior to tensile test, the ends of the sampleswere proteted against rushing by gluing to them hardboard piees of 3 mm thikand 2 m width, at the length of 2 m.Tensile test was arried out on a ZWICK ZO50TH mahine with a BTC-EX-MARCO.001 extensometer. After introdution of the sample width and thik-ness to the mahine, the tensile test was performed inreasing the loading rateof 0.5 mm/min. The results approved for further analysis were those for the sam-ples breaking more or less in the middle length.In order to visualise the miro�brils in the traheid walls from the same plankfrom whih the test samples were obtained, a strip of wood of about 1 m in thik-
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36 E. Roszyk, W. Moli«ski, E. Fabisiak, I. �Cunderlikness was ut, divided into 3 parts and heated at 80ÆC for 24 h in a 20-% solutionof Cu(NO3)2. From the same annual rings from whih the samples for tensile testwere made, also tangent mirosope preparations were obtained of about 20 µm inthikness. In these preparations the MFA values were measured in tangent wallsof the traheids with the help of omputer image analyser. In eah annual ringthe samples were slied o� at a distane of about 0.2 mm. After sliing the sam-ple its position in the annual ring was identi�ed by a Brinell magnifying glass. Ineah mirosopi preparation 20 MFA were measured. The proedure of samplepreparation is shematially shown in Figure 1.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONResults of the measurements expressed as the mean values for the samplesfrom early and latewood separately and for individual annual ring are given inTable 1. The same table also gives the range of hanges in MFA in the tangent wallsof traheids in partiular zones of annual rings. To failitate further analysis, theresults of the tension test are also presented as a funtion of ambial age of annualrings in Figure 2, together with an analogous dependene of wood density. Asfollows from the plots, the density of earlywood shows a lear tendeny to dereasewith inreasing ambial age of annual rings. Its lowest value of 270 kg/m3 was notedin the ring 60, while its highest value of 360 kg/m3 in the ring 20. The hangesin latewood density showed the reversed tendeny, it inreased with inreasingambial age of annual rings from 645 kg/m3 in the ring 5 to about 750 kg/m3 in thering 30 and for older rings it remained onstant till the irumferene. Interpretingthe above di�erenes in densities as indiators of yli inhomogeneity of wood(Razkowski 1965), it an be onluded that juvenile wood is less inhomogeneousthan mature wood. Similar observations onerning the radial variation in densityof individual zones of annual rings have been made for other speies of wood, e.g.Tsuga heterophylla (Panshin et al. 1964), Piea mariana (Zhang 1998), Larixkaempferi (Koizumi et al. 2005) and Pinus sylvestris (Moli«ski and Krauss2008). The evidene olleted proves that the radial inrease in the bulk wooddensity of the above speies is determined �rst of all by the latewood densityhanges.As follows from the data presented in Figure 2, the wood density is not a reliableindiator of its tensile strength. The mehanial strength of earlywood as a funtionof ambial age of annual rings inreases from 34 MPa in the ring 5 to 60 MPa inthe ring 60 at learly noted derease in its density, whereas for the same rings themehanial strength of latewood signi�antly inreases from about 100MPa to over250 MPa (2.5 times) aompanied by very small inrease in its density from 645to 750 kg/m3, so by 16%. Similar onlusions an be drawn for the wood modulusof elastiity. For earlywood it inreases from 4.65 GPa in the ring 5 to 6.6 GPa inthe ring 30, see Figure 3, and in older rings it slightly dereases reahing 6.1 GPain the ring 62. For latewood the modulus of elastiity ontinuously inreases withthe ambial age of annual rings, from 15.3 GPa in the ring 5 to almost 27 GPa in
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Table 1. Fundamental properties of the experimental material; mean values for wood ofmoisture ontent of about 5%EarlywoodCambial age Sample Density Tensile Modulus MFAof annual rings size � [kg/m3℄ strength of elastiity [Æ℄A [years℄ n TS [MPa℄ E [MPa℄ Xmin X Xmax5 7 318 34 4 650 3.9 9.2 15.411 9 317 46 5 65015 10 330 58 5 60020 2 362 65 6 400 4.0 7.4 15.121 5 300 48 5 85026 7 301 46 5 65027 9 311 53 5 95030 4 325 64 6 600 2.2 5.1 7.332 3 325 49 6 80037 1 285 52 5 900 2.0 4.3 8.044 4 297 60 5 750 2.0 6.2 10.549 3 286 60 5 950 2.0 4.5 9.357 4 280 50 6 00060 2 268 49 5 250 1.9 4.4 9.062 2 303 60 6 100LatewoodCambial age Sample Density Tensile Modulus MFAof annual rings size � [kg/m3℄ strength of elastiity [Æ℄A [years℄ n TS [MPa℄ E [MPa℄ Xmin X Xmax5 4 645 106 15 300 5.3 7.9 10.211 2 750 110 19 20015 3 705 152 18 55020 2 715 163 16 600 3.9 5.9 8.421 3 719 166 21 55026 2 757 173 20 70027 3 729 180 19 35030 2 716 179 18 850 1.5 3.5 6.832 2 816 204 22 35037 2 760 230 24 700 0.5 2.9 6.744 2 754 222 25 300 1.4 3.4 7.049 1.0 3.1 5.157 2 747 262 23 80060 1 743 244 26 70062
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Fig. 2. Radial variation in early and latewood density and tensile strength versus ambialage of annual rings
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Fig. 3. Radial variation in early and latewood density and modulus of elastiity (measuredin tensile test along the grain) versus ambial age of annual rings



Radial variation of mehanial properties of sprue wood... 39the ring 60. The relation between the modulus of elastiity and wood density isshown in Figure 4. The density of the wood samples studied hanged from about300 kg/m3 for earlywood to about 800 kg/m3 for latewood. The di�erene inearly and latewood density was 2.7 times, while the orresponding values of themodulus of elastiity were 5 and 25 GPa, so the di�erene was twie as great as thedi�erene in density. The observed muh greater inrease in the wood mehanialproperties than in its density on�rmed the earlier reports to the same e�et (Cave1976, Bendtsen and Senft 1986, Dinwoodie 2000, Cave and Walker 1994,Reiterer et al. 1999,Groom et al. 2002,Moli«ski and Krauss 2008,Krauss2010).
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Fig. 4. The wood modulus of elastiity versus its densityThe above relations an be explained taking into regard the hanges in theangle of miro�brils to the longitudinal axis of the ell (MFA). It is well illus-trated in Figures 5 and 6 presenting the spei� tensile strength, spei� modulusof elastiity and mean MFA values as funtions of ambial age of annual rings.The spei� values of tensile strength and modulus of elastiity are alulated asthe ratios of the tensile strength and modulus of elastiity expressed in the unitof pressure to the wood density. Expressed in this form they illustrate the inu-ene of fators other than density on the disussed mehanial properties of wood.The radial hanges in spei� tensile strength and modulus of elastiity are pra-tially the mirror reetions of the MFA hanges in the walls of traheids in earlyand latewood. A derease in MFA with inreasing ambial age of annual ringsis aompanied by inrease in the tensile strength and modulus of elastiity. Forearlywood, the derease in MFA from a. 9.5Æ in the ring 5 to 4.5Æ in the ring 60so by 5Æ is aompanied by a 66% inrease in the spei� tensile strength (from12 to 20 � 10�4 m2/s2) and 36 inrease in the modulus of elastiity (from 1540 to
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Fig. 5. Spei� modulus of elastiity and mean MFA in earlywood as the funtions ofambial age of annual rings
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Fig. 6. Spei� modulus of elastiity and mean MFA in latewood as the funtions ofambial age of annual rings



Radial variation of mehanial properties of sprue wood... 412100 � 10�4 m2/s2). The inuene of MFA is even more pronouned for latewood.When MFA dereases from 8.4Æ to 2.8Æ, the aompanying inrease in the spei�tensile strength of latewood is from 14 to 32 � 10�4 m2/s2, so over two times. Inthis range of MFA variation the spei� modulus of elastiity inreased by almost50%. The harater of the above hanges indiates a lear relationship between thespei� tensile strength and modulus of elastiity and MFA. The relation betweenthe spei� tensile strength and MFA is presented in Figure 7. In the MFA rangeonsidered this relation an be approximated by a square funtion. Taking intoregard the fat that MFA values are mean values determined only on tangent ellwalls, the orrelation oeÆient haraterising the above relation R2 lose to 0.7,should be treated as very high. The relation seems universal as the spei� tensilestrength as a funtion of MFA in early and latewood is desribed by the samefuntion. This value of the orrelation oeÆient follows also from the fat thatMFA hange in a relatively wide range, (Table 1), so the rigidity and strengthof ell walls of even neighbouring traheids an be muh di�erent. At a ertaintensile stress, the most stressed walls are those in whih MFA are the steepest(Reiterer et al. 1999, Groom et al. 2002, Moli«ski and Krauss 2008). Itseems that for this reason a higher orrelation an hardly be expeted.
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Fig. 7. The inuene of MFA on spei� tensile strength of wood measuredalong the grain
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